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Abstract. We study lightlike submersions from a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike sub-
manifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold onto an indefinite almost Hermitian manifold. We
show that if an indefinite almost Hermitian manifoldB admits a lightlike submersion � WM !B

from a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike submanifold M of an indefinite Kaehler man-
ifold NM then B is necessarily an indefinite Kaehler manifold. We investigate the condition for
a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike submanifold M to becomes a product manifold and
its fibers become geodesic. Finally, we obtain some characterization theorems related to the
sectional curvature of an indefinite Kaehler manifold.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of Riemannian submersions � WM ! B , from a Riemannian manifold
M onto a Riemannian manifold B was initiated by O’Neill [10]. A Riemannian
submersion naturally yields a vertical distribution, which is always integrable and a
horizontal distribution. On the other hand, for a CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler
manifold NM there are two orthogonal complementary distributions D and D?, such
that D is NJ -invariant and D? is totally real and always integrable (cf. Bejancu [2]),
where NJ is almost complex structure of NM . Kobayashi [9] observed the similar-
ity between the total space of a Riemannian submersion and a CR-submanifold of a
Kaehler manifold in terms of distributions. Then Kobayashi [9] introduced a submer-
sion � WM!B , from aCR-submanifoldM of a Kaehler manifold NM onto an almost
Hermitian manifold B such that the distributions D and D? of the CR-submanifold
become the horizontal and the vertical distributions respectively, as required by the
submersions and � restricted to D becomes a complex isometry.

Later, semi-Riemannian submersions were introduced by O’Neill in [11]. As it
is known that when M and B are Riemannian manifolds then the fibers are always
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Riemannian manifolds. However, when the manifolds are semi-Riemannian mani-
folds then the fibers may not be Riemannian (hence semi-Riemannian) manifolds,
(see [15]). Therefore in [13], Sahin introduced a screen lightlike submersion from
a lightlike manifold onto a semi-Riemannian manifold and in [15], Sahin and Gun-
duzalp introduced a lightlike submersion from a semi-Riemannian manifold onto a
lightlike manifold. It is well-known that semi-Riemannian submersions are of in-
terest in mathematical physics, owing to their applications in the Yang-Mills theory,
Kaluza-Klein theory, supergravity and superstring theories [3, 4, 8, 16]. Moreover,
the geometry of lightlike submanifolds has potential for applications in mathematical
physics, particularly in general relativity (for detail, see [5]) therefore in present pa-
per, we study lightlike submersions from a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike
submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold onto an almost Hermitian manifold.

2. LIGHTLIKE SUBMANIFOLDS

Let . NM; Ng/ be a real .mCn/-dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold of constant
index q such that m;n� 1, 1� q �mCn�1 and .M;g/ be an m-dimensional sub-
manifold of NM and g be the induced metric of Ng onM . If Ng is degenerate on the tan-
gent bundle TM of M then M is called a lightlike submanifold of NM , (see [5]). For
a degenerate metric g onM , TM? is a degenerate n-dimensional subspace of Tx NM .
Thus both TxM and TxM? are degenerate orthogonal subspaces but no longer com-
plementary. In this case, there exists a subspace Rad.TxM/ D TxM \ TxM

?

which is known as radical (null) subspace. If the mapping Rad.TM/ W x 2M �!

Rad.TxM/, defines a smooth distribution on M of rank r > 0 then the submanifold
M of NM is called an r-lightlike submanifold and Rad.TM/ is called the radical
distribution on M .

Screen distribution S.TM/ is a semi-Riemannian complementary distribution of
Rad.TM/ in TM , that is, TM D Rad.TM/?S.TM/ and S.TM?/ is a com-
plementary vector subbundle to Rad.TM/ in TM?. Let t r.TM/ and lt r.TM/

be complementary (but not orthogonal) vector bundles to TM in T NM jM and to
Rad.TM/ in S.TM?/? respectively. Then T NM jMD TM ˚ t r.TM/ D

.RadTM ˚ lt r.TM//?S.TM/?S.TM?/:

Theorem 1 ([5]). Let .M;g;S.TM/;S.TM?// be an r-lightlike submanifold
of a semi-Riemannian manifold . NM; Ng/. Then there exists a complementary vector
bundle lt r.TM/ of Rad.TM/ in S.TM?/? and a basis of lt r.TM/ jU consisting
of smooth section fNig of S.TM?/? jU, where U is a coordinate neighborhood of
M such that

Ng.Ni ; �j /D ıij ; Ng.Ni ;Nj /D 0; for any i;j 2 f1;2; ::; rg; (2.1)

where f�1; :::; �rg is a lightlike basis of Rad.TM/.
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Let Nr be the Levi-Civita connection on NM then for any X;Y 2 � .TM/ and U 2
� .t r.TM//, the Gauss and Weingarten formulas are given by

NrXY DrXY Ch.X;Y /; NrXU D�AUXCr
?
XU; (2.2)

where frXY;AUXg and fh.X;Y /;r?XU g belong to � .TM/ and � .t r.TM//, re-
spectively. Here r is a torsion-free linear connection on M , h is a symmetric bilin-
ear form on � .TM/ which is called the second fundamental form, AU is a linear
operator on M and known as a shape operator.

Considering the projection morphisms L and S of t r.TM/ on lt r.TM/ and
S.TM?/, respectively, then (2.2) becomes

NrXY DrXY Ch
l.X;Y /Chs.X;Y /; NrXU D�AUXCD

l
XU CD

s
XU; (2.3)

where hl.X;Y /DL.h.X;Y //;hs.X;Y /D S.h.X;Y //;DlXU DL.r
?
XU/,D

s
XU D

S.r?XU/. As hl and hs are lt r.TM/-valued and S.TM?/-valued respectively,
therefore they are called as the lightlike second fundamental form and the screen
second fundamental form on M . In particular

NrXN D�ANXCr
l
XN CD

s.X;N /; NrXW D�AWXCr
s
XW CD

l.X;W /;

(2.4)
whereX 2� .TM/;N 2� .lt r.TM// andW 2� .S.TM?//. Using (2.3) and (2.4),
we obtain

Ng.hs.X;Y /;W /C Ng.Y;Dl.X;W //D g.AWX;Y /: (2.5)

Let NR andR be the curvature tensors of Nr andr, respectively then by straightforward
calculations (see [5]), we have

NR.X;Y /Z DR.X;Y /ZCAhl .X;Z/Y �Ahl .Y;Z/XCAhs.X;Z/Y

�Ahs.Y;Z/XC .rXh
l/.Y;Z/� .rY h

l/.X;Z/

CDl.X;hs.Y;Z//�Dl.Y;hs.X;Z//C .rXh
s/.Y;Z/

� .rY h
s/.X;Z/CDs.X;hl.Y;Z//�Ds.Y;hl.X;Z//: (2.6)

3. SEMI-TRANSVERSAL LIGHTLIKE SUBMANIFOLDS

Let . NM; NJ ; Ng/ be an indefinite almost Hermitian manifold and Nr be the Levi-Civita
connection on NM with respect to the indefinite metric Ng. Then NM is called an indef-
inite Kaehler manifold [1] if the almost complex structure NJ is parallel with respect
to Nr, that is . NrX NJ /Y D 0, for any X;Y 2 � .T NM/.

Definition 1 ([12]). Let M be a lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler
manifold NM then M is called a semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of NM if the
following conditions are satisfied:

(i) Rad.TM/ is transversal with respect to NJ .
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(ii) There exists a real non-null distribution D � S.TM/ such that S.TM/ =
D˚D?, NJ .D/DD, NJD? � S.TM?/, where D? is orthogonal comple-
mentary to D in S.TM/.

Then tangent bundle of a semi-transversal lightlike submanifold is decomposed as
TM DD?D0, whereD0DD??Rad.TM/. We sayM is a proper semi-transversal
lightlike submanifold if D ¤ f0g and D? ¤ f0g. Therefore dim.Rad.TM// � 2

and for a proper M , dim.D/ � 2s;s > 1, dim.D?/ � 1 and dim.Rad.TM// D

dim.lt r.TM//. Thus dim.M/ � 5 and dim. NM/ � 8. Next, we give example of
semi-transversal lightlike submanifolds.

Example 1. Let M be a 5-dimensional submanifold of .R102 ; Ng/ given by x1 D

u1cosh� , x2 D u2cosh� , x3 D u1sinh� , x4 D u2sinh� , x5 D u3, x6 D
q
1�u23,

x7 D u4, x8 D u8, x9 D u2, x10 D u1, where Ng is of signature
.�;�;C;C;C;C;C;C;C;C/ with respect to the canonical basis
f@x1;@x2;@x3;@x4;@x5;@x6;@x7;@x8;@x9;@x10g. Then TM is spanned by Z1 D
cosh�@x1Csinh�@x3C@x10; Z2D cosh�@x2Csinh�@x4C@x9; Z3D x6@x5�

x5@x6; Z4D @x7; Z5D @x8:ClearlyM is a 2-lightlike submanifold withRad.TM/

D spanfZ1;Z2g and the lightlike transversal bundle is spanned by

N1D
1

2
.�cosh�@x1�sinh�@x3C@x10/; N2D�

1

2
.cosh�@x2Csinh�@x4�@x9/;

and NJZ1 D �2N2 and NJZ2 D 2N1. Hence NJ .Rad.TM// D lt r.TM/. Since
NJZ4 D Z5 then D D spanfZ4;Z5g which is an invariant distribution on M . By

direct calculations, the transversal screen bundle S.TM?// is spanned by

W1D sinh�@x1Ccosh�@x3; W2D sinh�@x2Ccosh�@x4; W3D x6@x6Cx5@x5:

Thus NJW3 D �Z3. Hence D? D spanfZ3g is an anti-invariant distribution on
M and spanfW1;W2g is invariant and spanfW3g is anti-invariant subbundles of
S.TM?/ respectively. Thus it enables us to choose S.TM/ D spanfZ3;Z4;Z5g.
Hence M is a proper semi-transversal lightlike submanifold.

Let M be a semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler man-
ifold NM . Let Q, P1, P2 and P be the projection morphisms from TM on D,
Rad.TM/, D? and D0 respectively. Then for any X 2 � .TM/, we put

X DQXCP1XCP2X: (3.1)

Applying NJ to (3.1), we obtain NJX D NJQX C NJP1X C NJP2X , can be written as
NJX D TQXCwP1XCwP2X: Put wP1 D w1 and wP2 D w2, then we have

NJX D TXCw1XCw2X; (3.2)

where TX 2 � .D/;w1X 2 � .lt r.TM// and w2X 2 � . NJD?/� S.TM?/. Simil-
arly, for any V 2 � .S.TM?//, we can write

NJV DEV CFV; (3.3)
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where EV 2 � .D?/ and FV 2 � .�/, where � is a complementary bundle of NJD?

in S.TM?/. Differentiating (3.2) and using (2.3), (2.4) and (3.3), for any X 2
� .TM/, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let M be a semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite
Kaehler manifold NM . Then we have

.rXT /Y D Aw1YXCAw2YXC
NJhl.X;Y /CEhs.X;Y /; (3.4)

.rXw1/Y D�h
l.X;T Y /�Dl.X;w2Y /; (3.5)

.rXw2/Y D Fh
s.X;Y /�hs.X;T Y /�Ds.X;w1Y /;where (3.6)

.rXT /Y DrXT Y �TrXY; .rXw1/Y Dr
l
Xw1Y �w1rXY; (3.7)

.rXw2/Y Dr
s
Xw2Y �w2rXY: (3.8)

Definition 2 ([6]). A lightlike submanifold .M;g/ of a semi-Riemannian manifold
. NM; Ng/ is said to be a totally umbilical in NM if there is a smooth transversal vector
field H 2 � .t r.TM// on M , called the transversal curvature vector field of M ,
such that h.X;Y / D H Ng.X;Y /, for X;Y 2 � .TM/. Using (2.3), clearly M is a
totally umbilical, if and only if, for X;Y 2 � .TM/ and W 2 � .S.TM?//, on each
coordinate neighborhood U there exist smooth vector fields H l 2 � .lt r.TM// and
H s 2 � .S.TM?// such that

hl.X;Y /DH lg.X;Y /; hs.X;Y /DH sg.X;Y /; Dl.X;W /D 0: (3.9)

Lemma 2. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of
an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM then the distribution D0 defines a totally geodesic
foliation in M .

Proof. Let X;Y 2 � .D0/ then using (3.4) and (3.7), we obtain TrXY D

�Aw1YX �Aw2YX �
NJhl.X;Y /�Ehs.X;Y /: On taking inner product both sides

with Z 2 � .D/, we further obtain

g.TrXY;Z/D Ng. NrXw1Y ;Z/C Ng. NrXw2Y ;Z/D� Ng. NJY; NrXZ/

D Ng.Y; NrX NJZ/D g.Y;rXZ
0/; (3.10)

where Z0 D NJZ 2 � .D/. Since M is a totally umbilical lightlike submanifold
then for any X 2 � .D0/ and Z 2 � .D/, with (3.5) and (3.7), we have w1rXZ D
hl.X;TZ/ D H lg.X;TZ/ D 0 and using (3.6) and (3.8), we have w2rXZ D
�Fhs.X;Z/C hs.X;TZ/ D �FH sg.X;Z/CH sg.X;TZ/ D 0, these facts im-
ply that rXZ 2 � .D/, for any X 2 � .D0/ and Z 2 � .D/. Therefore (3.10) implies
that g.TrXY;Z/ D 0, then the non degeneracy of the distribution D implies that
TrXY D 0. Hence the result follows. �

Theorem 2 ([12]). Let M be a semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of an in-
definite Kaehler manifold NM . Then the distribution D0 is integrable, if and only if
AwZV D AwVZ, for any Z;V 2 � .D0/.
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Theorem 3. Let M be a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike submanifold
of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM then the distribution D0 is integrable.

Proof. Let X;Y 2 � .D0/ then using (3.4) and (3.7) with the Lemma 2, we get
AwYX D� NJh

l.X;Y /�Ehs.X;Y / this implies that AwYX 2 � .D0/ and moreover
the symmetric property of the second fundamental form h gives thatAwYX DAwXY .
Hence by virtue of the Theorem 2, the result follows. �

4. SEMI-TRANSVERSAL LIGHTLIKE SUBMERSIONS

Let � WM !B be a mapping from a Riemannian manifoldM onto a Riemannian
manifold B then it is said to be a Riemannian submersion if it satisfies the following
axioms:

A1. � has maximal rank. This implies that for each b 2 B , ��1.b/ is a subman-
ifold of M , known as fiber, of dimension dimM � dimB . A vector field
tangent to the fibers is called vertical vector field and orthogonal to fibers is
called horizontal vector field.

A2. �� preserves the lengths of horizontal vectors.
The Riemannian submersions were introduced by O’Neill in [10] and since then
plenty of work on this subject matter has been done (for detail, see [7, 14] and many
references therein). In the study of submersions, the vertical distribution V of M
is defined by Vp D ker d�p;p 2M , which is always integrable and the orthogonal
complementary distribution to V is defined by Hp D .ker d�p/

?, denoted by H

and called a horizontal distribution. Therefore the tangent bundle TM of M has the
following decomposition TM D V˚H :

Since the vertical distribution of the Riemannian submersion � WM ! B and the
totally real distribution D? of the CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold are
always integrable. Therefore Kobayashi [9] introduced the submersion � WM ! B

from a CR-submanifold M of a Kaehler manifold onto an almost Hermitian man-
ifold B such that the distributions D and D? of the CR-submanifold become the
horizontal and the vertical distributions respectively, required by the submersion and
� restricted to D becomes a complex isometry.

We have seen that for a Riemannian submersion, the tangent bundle of the source
manifold splits into horizontal and vertical part. On the other hand, the tangent bundle
of a lightlike submanifold splits into screen and radical part and these natural splitting
of the tangent bundle plays an important role in the study of lightlike submanifolds.
Therefore Sahin [13] introduced screen lightlike submersion between a lightlike man-
ifold and a semi-Riemannian manifold. Further in [15], Sahin and Gunduzalp intro-
duced the idea of a lightlike submersion from a semi-Riemannian manifold onto a
lightlike manifold.

From Theorem 3, we know that for a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike
submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold the distributionD0 is integrable. Then
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a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike submanifold meets our requirements to
define a submersion on it analogous to a submersion of a CR-submanifold. Signific-
ant applications of semi-Riemannian submersions in physics and the growing import-
ance of lightlike submanifolds and hypersurfaces in mathematical physics, especially
in relativity (see [5]), motivated us to work on this subject matter.

Definition 3. Let .M;gM ;D/ be a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike sub-
manifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM and .B;gB/ be an indefinite almost
Hermitian manifold. Then we say that a smooth mapping � W .M;gM ;D/! .B;gB/

is a lightlike submersion if
(a) at every p 2M;Vp D ker.d�/p DD0.
(b) at each point p 2M , the differential d�p restricts to an isometry of the hori-

zontal space HpDDp onto T�.p/B , that is, gD.X;Y /DgB.d�.X/;d�.Y //,
for every vector fields X;Y 2 � .D/.

Obviously from the definition, the restriction of the differential d�p to the distri-
bution Hp DDp maps that space isomorphically onto T�.p/B . Then for any tangent
vector eX 2 T�.p/B , we say that the tangent vector X 2Dp is a horizontal lift of eX
as for submersions. If eX is a vector field on an open subset U of B then the hori-
zontal lift of eX is the vector field X 2 � .D/ on ��1.U / such that d�.X/ D eXo�
and the vector fieldX is called a basic vector field. Now, we give example of lightlike
submersions.

Example 2. Let M be a 5-dimensional semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of
R102 as in Example (1) and B D R21 be an indefinite almost Hermitian manifold.
Let the metrics be defined as gM D�.dx1/2� .dx2/2C .dx3/2C .dx4/2C .dx5/2

and gB D �.dy1/2C .dy2/2, where x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10 and y1;y2
be the canonical co-ordinates of R102 and R2, respectively. We define a map � W
.x1;x2;x3;x4;x5;x6;x7;x8;x9;x10/ 2R

10
2 7! .x7;x8/ 2R

2
1: Then the kernel of d�

is

ker.d�/DD0 D spanfZ1 D cosh�@x1C sinh�@x3C@x10;

Z2 D cosh�@x2C sinh�@x4C@x9;Z3 D x6@x5�x5@x6g;

where d�.Z1/D 0;d�.Z2/D 0 and d�.Z3/D 0. By direct computation, we obtain
DD spanfZ4D @x7;Z5D @x8g, where d�.Z4/D @y1;d�.Z5/D @y2. Then it fol-
lows that gM .Z4;Z4/ D gB.d�.Z4/;d�.Z4// D 1 and gM .Z5;Z5/ D

gB.d�.Z5/;d�.Z5//D�1: Hence � is a semi-transversal lightlike submersion.

Theorem 4. Let � WM ! B be a lightlike submersion from a totally umbilical
semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an
indefinite almost Hermitian manifold B . If X and Y are basic vectors �-related toeX;eY respectively, then

(i) gM .X;Y /D gB.eX;eY /o�.
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(ii) ŒX;Y �H is the basic vector field and �-related to ŒeX;eY �.
(iii) .rMX Y /H is the basic vector field and �-related to .rBeXeY /.
(iv) For any vertical vector field V , ŒX;V � is vertical.

Proof. Let X and Y be basic vector fields of M then .i/ follows immediately
from part (b) of the Definition 3. Since P and Q be the projections from TM on
the distributions D0 and D of a semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of indefinite
Kaehler manifold respectively, then ŒX;Y �D P ŒX;Y �CQŒX;Y �: Therefore the ho-
rizontal part QŒX;Y � of ŒX;Y � is a basic vector field and corresponds to ŒeX;eY �, that
is, d�.QŒX;Y �/D Œd�.X/;d�.Y /�. Next, from the Koszul’s formula, we have

2gM .rXY;Z/DX.gM .Y;Z//CY.gM .Z;X//�Z.gM .X;Y //

�gM .X; ŒY;Z�/CgM .Y; ŒZ;X�/CgM .Z; ŒX;Y �/ (4.1)

for any X;Y;Z 2 � .D/. Consider X;Y and Z are the horizontal lifts of the vector
fields eX;eY and eZ respectively, then X.gM .Y;Z// D eX.gB.eY ;eZ//o� and
gM .Z; ŒX;Y �/D gB.eZ;ŒeX;eY �/o� then from (4.1), we have

2gM .r
M
X Y;Z/D eX.gB.eY ;eZ//o�CeY .gB.eZ;eX//o��eZ.gB.eX;eY //o�

�gB.eX;ŒeY ;eZ�/o�CgB.eY ; ŒeZ;eX�/o�CgB.eZ;ŒeX;eY �/o�
D 2gB.r

BeXeY ;eZ/: (4.2)

Thus from (4.2), (iii) follows, since � is surjective and eZ is arbitrarily chosen. Fi-
nally, let V 2 � .D0/ then ŒX;V � is �-related to ŒeX;0�, hence .iv/ follows and this
completes the proof of the theorem. �

Let rB be the covariant differentiation on B then we define the corresponding
operator erB for basic vector fields of B by assuming erBXY D .rMX Y /H ; for any
basic vector fields X and Y . Thus from (iii) the Theorem 4, erBXY is a basic vector
field and d�.rMX Y /H D d�.erBXY / D rBeXeY : Thus we define the tensor fields C1
and C2, using (3.1) as

r
M
X Y D erBXY CC1.X;Y /CC2.X;Y /; (4.3)

for any X;Y 2 � .D/, where C1.X;Y / and C2.X;Y / denote the vertical parts of
rMX Y . It is easy to check thatC1 andC2 are bilinear maps fromD�D!Rad.TM/

and D�D!D? respectively.

Theorem 5. Let � WM !B be a lightlike submersion of a totally umbilical semi-
transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an in-
definite almost Hermitian manifold B then for any basic vector fields X and Y , we
have

(i) the tensor fields C1 and C2 are skew-symmetric, that is, C1.X;Y / D
�C1.Y;X/ and C2.X;Y /D�C2.Y;X/;
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(ii) P1ŒX;Y �D 2C1.X;Y / and P2ŒX;Y �D 2C2.X;Y /,

Proof. (i) Let Z 2 � .D?/ be any vertical vector field then for any basic vector
field X 2 � .D/, we have

0DZ.g.X;X//D 2 Ng. NrZX;X/D 2g.r
M
X Z� ŒX;Z�;X/D�2 Ng.Z; NrXX/

D�2g.Z;erBXXCC1.X;X/CC2.X;X//D�2g.Z;C2.X;X//;
then the non degeneracy of the distribution D? implies that C2.X;X/ D 0, that is
C2 is skew-symmetric. Similarly, let NJN 2 � .Rad.TM// be a vertical vector field
where N 2 � .lt r.TM//, we have

0D NJN.g.X;X//D�2 Ng. NrNX;X/D�2g.r
M
X N � ŒX;N �;X/

D 2g.N;erBXXCC1.X;X/CC2.X;X//D 2g.N;C1.X;X//;
then using (2.1), we obtain C1.X;X/D 0, that is C1 is skew-symmetric.
(ii) For basic vector fields X;Y 2 � .D/, we have ŒX;Y � D rMX Y �rMY X , using
(3.1), (4.3) and skew-symmetric property of C1 and C2, result follows. �

Next for a basic vector field X and a vertical vector field Z, using (3.1), we define
the tensor field T as

r
M
X Z D .rMX Z/H C .rMX Z/V D TXZC .r

M
X Z/V ; (4.4)

where T is a bilinear map from D �D0! D. Since ŒX;Z� D rMX Z�rMZ X and
ŒX;Z� is vertical therefore

Q.rMX Z/DQ.rMZ X/D TXZ; .rMX Z/V D .rMZ X/
V : (4.5)

Let X and Y be basic vector fields and Z be a vertical vector field such that Z 2
� .D?/ then using (4.3), the tensor fields T and C2 are related by

g.TXZ;Y /D Ng. NrXZ;Y /D�g.Z;rXY /D�g.Z;C2.X;Y //; (4.6)

and if Z 2 � .Rad.TM// then

g.TXZ;Y /D� Ng.Z;h
l.X;Y //: (4.7)

Theorem 6. Let � WM !B be a lightlike submersion of a totally umbilical semi-
transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an in-
definite almost Hermitian manifold B then B is also an indefinite Kaehler manifold.
Moreover if NH and HB denote the holomorphic sectional curvatures of NM and B ,
respectively then for any unit basic vector X 2 � .H / of M , we have

NR
NM .X; NJX;X; NJX/DRB.eX; NJeX;eX; NJeX/C4kH s

k
2:

Proof. Let X;Y 2 � .D/ be basic vector fields then using (2.3) and (4.3), we have

NrXY D erBXY CC1.X;Y /CC2.X;Y /Chl.X;Y /Chs.X;Y /: (4.8)
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On applying NJ on both sides of (4.8), we obtain

NJ NrXY D NJerBXY C NJC1.X;Y /C NJC2.X;Y /C NJhl.X;Y /
CEhs.X;Y /CFhs.X;Y /; (4.9)

on replacing Y by NJY in (4.8), we have

NrX
NJY D erBX NJY CC1.X; NJY /CC2.X; NJY /Chl.X; NJY /Chs.X; NJY /: (4.10)

Since NM is a Kaehler manifold therefore NrX NJY D NJ NrXY , then equating (4.9) and
(4.10), we obtain erBX NJY D NJerBXY 2 � .H /; (4.11)

C1.X; NJY /D NJh
l.X;Y / 2 � .Rad.TM//; (4.12)

C2.X; NJY /DEh
s.X;Y / 2 � .D?/; (4.13)

hs.X; NJY /D NJC2.X;Y /CFh
s.X;Y / 2 � .S.TM?//; (4.14)

hl.X; NJY /D NJC1.X;Y / 2 � .lt r.TM//: (4.15)

From (4.11), we see that almost complex structure NJ of B is parallel and hence B is
also an indefinite Kaehler manifold.

From (3.3), it is clear that U 2 � . NJD?/ � S.TM?/, if and only if, F U D 0
then NJU D EU and U 2 � .� D . NJD?/?/ � S.TM?/, if and only if, EU D 0
then NJU D F U . Therefore from (4.13), (4.14) and skew-symmetric property of
C2, we obtain C2.X; NJY /D C2.Y; NJX/, C2. NJX;Y /D C2. NJY;X/, C2. NJX; NJY /D
C2.X;Y / and hs.X; NJY /Chs.Y; NJX/D 2F hs.X;Y /. On the other hand, sinceM is
a totally umbilical semi-transversal lightlike submanifold then we have hs.X; NJY /C
hs.Y; NJX/D g.X; NJY /H sCg.Y; NJX/H s D 0: Therefore Fhs.X;Y /D 0 and this
implies that hs.X;Y / 2 � . NJD?/, for any X;Y 2 � .D/. By virtue of totally umbil-
ical property ofM , we also have hs. NJX; NJY /D hs.X;Y /. Similarly using (4.12) and
(4.15), we obtain C1.X; NJY /DC1.Y; NJX/, C1. NJX;Y /DC1. NJY;X/, C1. NJX; NJY /
D C1.X;Y / and hl. NJX; NJY / D hl.X;Y /, hl. NJX;Y /C hl.X; NJY / D 0. Now, for
any X;Y;Z 2 � .D/, using (4.3) and (4.4), we have

rXrYZ D erBXerBYZCTXC1.Y;Z/CTXC2.Y;Z/Cvertical; (4.16)

rYrXZ D erBY erBXZCTYC1.X;Z/CTYC2.X;Z/Cvertical; (4.17)

rŒX;Y �Z D erBQŒX;Y �ZC2TZC1.X;Y /C2TZC2.X;Y /Cvertical: (4.18)

Further using (4.16)-(4.18), we obtain

RM .X;Y /Z D .RB.eX;eY /eZ/�CTXC1.Y;Z/CTXC2.Y;Z/�TYC1.X;Z/
�TYC2.X;Z/�2TZC1.X;Y /�2TZC2.X;Y /

Cvertical; (4.19)
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where .RB.eX;eY /eZ/� denotes the basic vector field of M corresponding to
RB.eX;eY /eZ. Using (4.19) in (2.6), we obtain

NR
NM .X;Y /Z D .RB.eX;eY /eZ/�CTXC1.Y;Z/CTXC2.Y;Z/�TYC1.X;Z/

�TYC2.X;Z/�2TZC1.X;Y /�2TZC2.X;Y /CAhl .X;Z/Y

�Ahl .Y;Z/XCAhs.X;Z/Y �Ahs.Y;Z/XC .rXh
l/.Y;Z/

� .rY h
l/.X;Z/CDl.X;hs.Y;Z//�Dl.Y;hs.X;Z//

C .rXh
s/.Y;Z/� .rY h

s/.X;Z/CDs.X;hl.Y;Z//

�Ds.Y;hl.X;Z//Cvertical:

Now, for basic vector field W 2 � .D/ with (2.4), (2.5), (4.4)-(4.7), we obtain

NR
NM .X;Y;Z;W /DRB.eX;eY ;eZ; eW /� Ng.C1.Y;Z/;hl.X;W //

�g.C2.Y;Z/;C2.X;W //C Ng.C1.X;Z/;h
l.Y;W //

Cg.C2.X;Z/;C2.Y;W //C2 Ng.C1.X;Y /;h
l.Z;W //

C2g.C2.X;Y /;C2.Z;W //Cg.Ahl .X;Z/Y;W /

�g.Ahl .Y;Z/X;W /C Ng.h
s.X;Z/;hs.Y;W //

� Ng.hs.Y;Z/;hs.X;W //: (4.20)

Now, using (2.4) and (4.3), we have g.Ahl .X;Z/Y;W / = Ng.hl.X;Z/; NrYW / =
Ng.hl.X;Z/;C1.Y;W // and similarly g.Ahl .Y;Z/X;W / D Ng.h

l.Y;Z/;C1.X;W //.
Using these expressions with (4.15) in (4.20), we obtain

NR
NM .X;Y;Z;W /DRB.eX;eY ;eZ; eW /C Ng. NJhl.Y; NJZ/;hl.X;W //

�g.C2.Y;Z/;C2.X;W //� Ng. NJh
l.X; NJZ/;hl.Y;W //

Cg.C2.X;Z/;C2.Y;W //�2 Ng. NJh
l.X; NJY /;hl.Z;W //

C2g.C2.X;Y /;C2.Z;W //� Ng. NJh
l.Y; NJW /;hl.X;Z//

C Ng. NJhl.X; NJW /;hl.Y;Z//C Ng.hs.X;Z/;hs.Y;W //

� Ng.hs.Y;Z/;hs.X;W //: (4.21)

To compare holomorphic sectional curvature of NM with that of B , set Y D NJX ,
Z D X and W D NJX in (4.21) and then using the hypothesis that M is a totally
umbilical semi-transversal lightlike submanifold, we obtain NR NM .X; NJX;X; NJX/ D
RB.eX; NJeX;eX; NJeX/ C kC2.X;X/k2 C 3kC2.X; NJX/k

2 C khs.X;X/k2: Since
Fhs.X;Y /D 0 therefore (4.14) implies khs.X;X/k2DkC2.X; NJX/k2 and by virtue
of the totally umbilical property ofM , (4.14) implies thatC2.X;X/D� NJhs.X; NJX/
D� NJ .HSg.X; NJX//D 0. Thus the holomorphic sectional curvature of NM is given
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as
NR
NM .X; NJX;X; NJX/DRB.eX; NJeX;eX; NJeX/C4kC2.X; NJX/k2

DRB.eX; NJeX;eX; NJeX/C4khs.X;X/k2
DRB.eX; NJeX;eX; NJeX/C4kH s

k
2:

This completes the proof. �

Theorem 7. Let � WM !B be a lightlike submersion of a totally umbilical semi-
transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an indef-
inite almost Hermitian manifold B . If the distribution D is integrable, then M is a
lightlike product manifold.

Proof. Let the distributionD be an integrable thereforeP1ŒX;Y �D 0 andP2ŒX;Y �
D 0, for any X;Y 2 � .D/, where P1 and P2 are the projection morphisms from
TM to Rad.TM/ and D?, respectively. Therefore using the Theorem 5, we have
C1.X;Y /D 0 and C2.X;Y /D 0. Hence using (4.3), we obtain that rMX Y 2 � .D/,
for any X;Y 2 � .D/, consequently the distribution D defines a totally geodesic fo-
liation in M . Moreover, from the Lemma 2, the distribution D0 also defines a totally
geodesic foliation in M . Thus using the De Rham’s theorem, M is a product mani-
foldM1�M2, whereM1 andM2 are the leaves of the distributions ofD andD0. �

Theorem 8. Let � WM !B be a lightlike submersion of a totally umbilical semi-
transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an indef-
inite almost Hermitian manifold B such that NJ .D?/D S.TM?/. Then the fibers are
totally geodesic submanifolds of M .

Proof. Let U;V 2 � .D0/ and then define

r
M
U V D

OrUV CL.U;V /; (4.22)

where OrUV D .rMU V /
V and L.U;V / D .rMU V /

H . Since the distribution D
0

is
integrable always, then L.U;V /D L.V;U /. Now, using the Kaehlerian property of
NM , we have NrU NJV D NJ NrUV , since NJ .D?/D S.TM?/, then

�A NJVU Cr
t
U
NJV D NJ OrUV C NJL.U;V /C NJh.U;V /:

On comparing the horizontal and vertical components both sides, we get

H .A NJVU/D�
NJL.U;V /; V.A NJVU/D�

NJh.U;V /: (4.23)

From (4.22), it is clear that the fibers are totally geodesic submanifolds of M , if and
only if, L.U;V /D 0 or using (4.23)1, if and only if, A NJVU 2 � .D

0/, for any U;V 2
� .D0/. Now, particularly choose V 2D? then using the hypothesis of this theorem
NJV 2 � .S.TM?//. Let Y 2 � .D/ then using (2.5) with the fact that M is a totally

umbilical lightlike submanifold, we obtain g.A NJVU;Y /D Ng.h
s.U;Y /; NJV /Dg.U;Y / Ng.H s; NJV /D

0: Similarly, let V 2� .Rad.TM// then g.A NJVU;Y /D Ng. NJV; NrUY /D� Ng.V;h
l.U; NJY //D

�g.U; NJY / Ng.V;H l/D 0: Thus A NJVU 2 � .D
0/ and the assertion follows. �
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Theorem 9. Let � WM !B be a lightlike submersion of a totally umbilical semi-
transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an indef-
inite almost Hermitian manifold B . Then the sectional curvature of NM and of the
fiber are related by

NK.U ^V /D OK.U ^V /Cg.Ahl .U;U /V;V /�g.Ahl .V;U /U;V /

Cg.ŒA NJV ;A NJU �U;V /;

for any orthonormal vector fields U;V 2 � .D?/.

Proof. Let r and Or be the connections of semi-transversal lightlike submanifold
M and its fiber, respectively. Let R and OR be the curvature tensors of r and Or,
respectively then for any U;V 2 � .D?/, using (4.22) we have

R.U;V /U DrU . OrVU CL.V;U //�rV . OrUU CL.U;U //

� . OrŒU;V �U CL.ŒU;V �;U //;

this further implies that

R.U;V;U;V /D g.rU OrVU;V /Cg.rUL.V;U /;V /�g.rV OrUU;V /

�g.rVL.U;U /;V /�g. OrŒU;V �U;V /:

Again using (4.22), it leads to

R.U;V;U;V /D OR.U;V;U;V /Cg.rUL.V;U /;V /�g.rVL.U;U /;V /: (4.24)

Now, using the fact that M is totally umbilical lightlike submanifold, we get

g.rUL.V;W /;F /D g. NrUL.V;W /�g.h
l.U;L.V;W //;F /

D�g.L.V;W /;rUF /D�g.L.V;W /;L.U;F //;

for any U;V;W;F 2 � .D?/ therefore (4.24) becomes

R.U;V;U;V /D OR.U;V;U;V /�g.L.U;V /;L.U;V //Cg.L.U;U /;L.V;V //:

(4.25)
Using (2.5), (2.6) and M is totally umbilical lightlike submanifold, we have

NR.U;V;U;V /DR.U;V;U;V /Cg.Ahl .U;U /V;V /�g.Ahl .V;U /U;V /

C Ng.hs.V;V /;hs.U;U //� Ng.hs.U;V /;hs.V;U //:

Further using (4.23), (4.25) and the fact L.U;V /D L.V;U /, we obtain

NR.U;V;U;V /D OR.U;V;U;V /�g.H .A NJUV /;H .A NJUV //

Cg.H .A NJUU/;H .A NJV V //Cg.Ahl .U;U /V;V /

�g.Ahl .V;U /U;V /Cg.V.A NJV V /;V.A NJUU//

�g.V.A NJVU/;V.A NJVU//:
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Since U;V 2 � .D?/ and let X 2 � .D/ then using (2.3), we get g.A NJUV;X/D 0;
which further implies that A NJUV 2 � .D

?/ and A NJUV D A NJVU , then

NR.U;V;U;V /D OR.U;V;U;V /�g.A NJUV;A NJUV /Cg.A NJUU;A NJV V /

Cg.Ahl .U;U /V;V /�g.Ahl .V;U /U;V /: (4.26)

Now, letW 2� .S.TM?// then forU;V 2� .D?/, using (2.5), we have g.AWU;V /
D g.U;AW V /. Using this fact with A NJUV 2 � .D

?/, we get

g.A NJUV;A NJUV /�g.A NJUU;A NJV V /D g.A NJVU;A NJUV /�g.A NJUU;A NJV V /

D g.A NJUA NJVU;V /�g.A NJVA NJUU;V /

D�g.ŒA NJV ;A NJU �U;V /: (4.27)

On using (4.27) in (4.26), the assertion follows. �

Now we define O’Neill’s tensors [10] for a lightlike submersion. Let r be a con-
nection of M then tensors T and A of type .1;2/ are given by

TXY DHrVXVY CVrVXHY; AXY DHrHXVY CVrHXHY: (4.28)

Using (4.28), we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let � WM ! B be a lightlike submersion of a totally umbilical semi-
transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an indef-
inite almost Hermitian manifold B . Then we have the following:

(i) rUV D TUV CVrUV .
(ii) rVX DHrVXCTVX .

(iii) rXV DAXV CVrXV .
(iv) rXY DHrXY CAXY ,

for any X;Y 2H and U;V 2 V .

Theorem 10. Let � W M ! B be a lightlike submersion of a totally umbilical
semi-transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Kaehler manifold NM onto an
indefinite almost Hermitian manifold B such that NJ .D?/D S.TM?/. Then NK.X ^
V /D kH sk2�kTXV k

2, for any unit vector fields X 2 � .D/ and V 2 � .D?/.

Proof. Let X 2 � .D/ and V 2 � .D?/ then using the Theorem 5 and Lemma 3
with (4.3), we obtain

g.R.V;X/X;V /D g.rVH .rXX/;V /�g.rXH .rVX/;V /

�g.rXTVX;V /Cg.TŒX;V �X;V /:

It should be noted that g.rVH .rXX/;V / D �g.H .rXX/;rV V /, and similarly
g.rXH .rVX/;V /D�g.H .rVX/;rXV /: Therefore we have

g.R.V;X/X;V /D�g.H .rXX/;rV V /Cg.H .rVX/;rXV /

�g.rXTVX;V /Cg.TŒX;V �X;V /: (4.29)
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Since NJ .D?/ D S.TM?/ then using the Theorem 8, we have L.U;V / D 0, for
U;V 2 � .D?/. Hence using the definition of T with (2.3) and (4.22), we get

g.TVX;U /D�g.TVU;X/D�g.L.V;U /;X/D 0: (4.30)

Now, using (4.22), we have

g.H .rXX/;rV V /D g.H .rXX/;L.V;V //D 0: (4.31)

Since M is a totally umbilical then using (4.30), we obtain

g.rXTVX;V /D�g.TVX; NrXV /D�g.TVX;V.rXV //

D g.L.V;V.rXV //;X/D 0: (4.32)

Since for a vertical vector field V , ŒX;V � is always vertical therefore again using
(4.30), we have

g.TŒX;V �X;V /D�g.L.ŒX;V �;V /;X/D 0: (4.33)

Using (4.6) and (4.31)-(4.33) in (4.29), we obtain

g.R.V;X/X;V /D g.TXV;TXV /: (4.34)

Since M is a totally umbilical then using (2.6) and (4.34), we get

NR.X;V;X;V /D�g.TXV;TXV /Cg.h
l.X;X/;rV V /

Cg.hs.X;X/;hs.V;V //: (4.35)

Now, using Kaehlerian property of NM , we have NrV NJ � D NJ NrV �; for V 2� .D?/ and
� 2 � .Rad.TM//. Using the Lemma 3 with (2.4) and then comparing the horizontal
components of resulting equation, we obtain

A NJ�V D�
NJTV �: (4.36)

Since M is semi-transversal lightlike submanifold then for � 2 � .Rad.TM//, NJ � 2
� .lt r.TM// and using (4.28) for any U;V 2 V , TUV DHrVUVV 2H . There-
fore (4.36) implies that A NJ�V 2H or ANV 2H . Then for V 2 � .D?/ and N 2
� .lt r.TM//, we have g.rV V;N /D�g.V; NrVN/D g.V;ANV /D 0: This implies
that rV V has no component in Rad.TM/. Using this fact in (4.35) with (3.9), the
assertion follows. �
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